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What happens when you try to execute a word that is not in the dictionary?
Enter this and see what happens:

XLERB XLERB ?

When the text interpreter cannot find XLERB in the dictionary, it tries to
pass it off on | NUMBER]. | NUMBER] shines it on. Then the interpreter returns
the string to you with an error message.

Many versions of Forth save the entire name of each definition in the
dictionary, along with the number of characters in the name. The problem with
this scheme is that in large applications, too much memory is consumed not by
the program or by data, but by names.

In some versions of Forth, the compiler can be told not to keep the entire
name, but simply the count of characters in the whole name and a specified
number of characters, usually three. This technique allows the program to reside
in less memory, but can result in naming conflicts. For instance, if the compiler
only saves the count and the first three characters, the text interpreter cannot
distinguish between STAR and STAG, while it can distinguish between STAR
and START.

It's nice if the Forth system lets you switch back and forth between using
shortened name fields and, for words that cause "collisions," keeping "natural-
length" names. (Check your system documentation to see whether—and how—
you can do this.)

To summarize: When you type a predefined word at the terminal, it gets
interpreted and then executed.

Now, remember we said that (T| is a word? When you type the word Q],
as in

S T A R 4 2 E M I T ; E

What happens when you try to execute a word that is not in the dictionary?
Enter this and see what happens:

X L E R B O M   XLERB ?

When the text interpreter cannot find XLERB in the dictionary. it  tries to
pass it off on NUMB E R N U M B E R  shines it on. Then the interpreter returns
the string to you with an error message.

Many versions o f  Forth save the entire name o f  each definition in  the
dictionary, along with the number of characters in the name. The problem with
this scheme is that in large applications, too much memory is consumed not by
the program or by data, but by names.

In some versions of Forth, the compiler can be told nol to keep the entire
name. but simply the count o f  characters in  the whole name and a specified
number of characters, usually three. This technique allows the program to reside
in less memory. but can result in naming conflicts. For instance, if  the compiler
only saves the count and the first three characters, the text interpreter cannot
distinguish between STAR and STAG, while it can distinguish between STAR
and START.

It's nice if  the Forth system lets you switch back and forth between using
shortened name fields and, for words that cause "collisions," keeping "natural-
length" names. (Check your system documentation to see whether—and how—
you can do this.)

To summarize: When you type a predefined word at the terminal, it  gets
interpreted and then executed.

Now. remember we said that E  is a word? When you type the word
as in

: S T A R  4 2  E M I T  ;
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Forth disaggregating synthesizing



Latest work

• investigate in input and output 

• connection between host and target 

• communicating commands between host and target 

• screens 

• do not need to be 1kB BLOCKs      form-feed separated files 

• b n l list load     can work as usual 

• playing with unicode  

• disaggregating stacks 

• disaggregating memory

Current work



playing with Unicode



playing with Unicode



Disaggregating the Stacks

• data stack and return stack are used for different purposes in 
different situations. 

• disaggregating the stacks means separating these purposes and 
look at them in isolation.



Disaggregating the Stacks

|              |   Interpreting            |  Compiling        | Executing           | comment       | 

|--------------|---------------------------|-------------------|---------------------|---------------| 

| Data Stack   | parameter passing         |                   | parameter passing   |               | 

|              | (unsigned) integers       |                   | (unsigned) integers |               | 

|              | characters                |                   | characters          |               | 

|              | floats                     |                   | floats               |               | 

|              | addresses                 |                   | addresses           |               | 

|              |                           | control flow       |                     | BEGIN IF ...  | 

|              |                           | compiler security |                     | : ;           | 

|              |                           | constant folding  |                     |               | 

|              |                           |                   |                     |               | 

| Return Stack | internal return addresses | return addresses  | return addresses    |               | 

|              |                           |                   | temporary storage   | >R R> R-ALLOT |  

|              |                           |                   | loop parameters     | DO LOOP       | 

|              |                           |                   | exception frames    | CATCH THROW   | 

|              |                           |                   | locals              | >X X X!       |



Disaggregating the Stacks

• data stack and return stack are used for different purposes in 
different situations. 

• disaggregating the stacks means separating these purposes and 
look at them in isolation.



Disaggregating the Stacks
- interferences of the the different purposes lead to 
restrictions such as: 

    - no passing of parameters to definitions at compile time 
(interference of control flow/compiler security and parameter 
passing) 

    - no use of >R R> across DO-LOOP-boundaries (interference 
of temporary storage usage and loop parameters) 

    - no use of >R R> across definitions (interference of 
temporary storage and return addressses). 

    - specialized stack operators to deal with floating point 
numbers on the return stack (FDUP, FSWAP, swap cell and float) 



Disaggregating the Stacks
## Separate stacks for each purpose 
Possible disaggregations are 
- split data stack into 
   - a separate stack for parameter passing that holds 
(unsigned) integers, characters and also addresses 
   - a separate floating point stack for holding floating point 
numbers (the route Forth-200x went) 
   - a separate control flow stack for managing control 
structures 
   - a seperate object stack for handling references to data 
structures and objects 

- split the return stack into 
   - a seperate stack for return addreses 
   - a seperate stack for temporary data (>R R> R-ALLOT) 
   - a seperate stack for loop parameters (DO LOOP) 
   - a seperate stack for exception handling (CATCH THROW) 
   - a seperate stack for local variables



Disaggregating the Memory

• xlerb

: Buffer: ( u -- )  
   Create allot ;

: Buffer: ( u -- )
   here swap allot \ RAM  { c0 | ... | cu-1 }
   Create ,        \ ROM  { 'rom }
  Does> ( -- addr ) @
;

: Buffer: ( u -- )  
   here swap allot \ RAM
   Constant \ ROM
;

<BU
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Questions?
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What happens when you try to execute a word that is not in the dictionary?
Enter this and see what happens:

XLERB XLERB ?

When the text interpreter cannot find XLERB in the dictionary, it tries to
pass it off on | NUMBER]. | NUMBER] shines it on. Then the interpreter returns
the string to you with an error message.

Many versions of Forth save the entire name of each definition in the
dictionary, along with the number of characters in the name. The problem with
this scheme is that in large applications, too much memory is consumed not by
the program or by data, but by names.

In some versions of Forth, the compiler can be told not to keep the entire
name, but simply the count of characters in the whole name and a specified
number of characters, usually three. This technique allows the program to reside
in less memory, but can result in naming conflicts. For instance, if the compiler
only saves the count and the first three characters, the text interpreter cannot
distinguish between STAR and STAG, while it can distinguish between STAR
and START.

It's nice if the Forth system lets you switch back and forth between using
shortened name fields and, for words that cause "collisions," keeping "natural-
length" names. (Check your system documentation to see whether—and how—
you can do this.)

To summarize: When you type a predefined word at the terminal, it gets
interpreted and then executed.

Now, remember we said that (T| is a word? When you type the word Q],
as in

S T A R 4 2 E M I T ; E

What happens when you try to execute a word that is not in the dictionary?
Enter this and see what happens:

X L E R B O M   XLERB ?

When the text interpreter cannot find XLERB in the dictionary. it  tries to
pass it off on NUMB E R N U M B E R  shines it on. Then the interpreter returns
the string to you with an error message.

Many versions o f  Forth save the entire name o f  each definition in  the
dictionary, along with the number of characters in the name. The problem with
this scheme is that in large applications, too much memory is consumed not by
the program or by data, but by names.

In some versions of Forth, the compiler can be told nol to keep the entire
name. but simply the count o f  characters in  the whole name and a specified
number of characters, usually three. This technique allows the program to reside
in less memory. but can result in naming conflicts. For instance, if  the compiler
only saves the count and the first three characters, the text interpreter cannot
distinguish between STAR and STAG, while it can distinguish between STAR
and START.

It's nice if  the Forth system lets you switch back and forth between using
shortened name fields and, for words that cause "collisions," keeping "natural-
length" names. (Check your system documentation to see whether—and how—
you can do this.)

To summarize: When you type a predefined word at the terminal, it  gets
interpreted and then executed.

Now. remember we said that E  is a word? When you type the word
as in

: S T A R  4 2  E M I T  ;
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